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Chapter 1 : General Information about AISCCON

Formation:

We are “All India Senior Citizens’ Confederation” (AISCCON), in existence since 2001, the largest senior citizens organisation in India. We are cultivating purposeful and dignified life with care and love for Senior Citizens. AISCCON is an Apex body of affiliated senior citizens forums, associations & federations in over 19 States of India. Our brief is available at website: www.aisccon.org. AISCCON has been honoured by Government of India with “Institutional Vayoshreshtha Samman – 2012’. We operate through an elected body every three years, maintain central council representatives from majority of its affiliated organisations. We are thus a collective voice of seniors concerns in India. Through our affiliated forums, associations and federations, we have an outreach to over 2 million senior citizens, majority in the rural India.

Present scenario:

It is nice to get recognised as senior citizen upon attaining a time line of 60 years age going upto life transition - an ultimate destination of entire humanity. Elderlies perform as the reservoirs & conduits for transferring the human values; share their life’s experience; nurture intergenerational equity & add value in the lifestyle evolution. However, we have a substantial number of economically deprived elderlies amongst over 160 millions seniors in India; many earning their livelihood until their life transition with limited access to health care, sanitation, safe drinking water & other life support needs. Majority of our senior citizens are facing neglect in economic policies on many counts effecting their life support needs in the recent past. Be it depleting interest rates, access to health care, inadequacy of funds for the approved schemes of various Ministries, very low pensions, respite in Income Tax laws in areas other than health insurance, access to national digital literacy mission programs, feeling of insecurity of fixed deposits with the commercial Banks and many more. There are some countries where such economic disparity is less the seniors are emerging as an assets and in many other countries the seniors are becoming the welfare receiving segment. We in India having majority of seniors in economically deprived category the policies have to get inclined towards them as only the minority can be transformed into value adding segment in the society through initiatives like silver economy.

We do have seniors living in old age homes on the mercy and charity to many seniors earning their livings until lifetime as compulsion to seniors home confined due to health and COVID19 concerns to some seniors enjoying their pension to a select few heading a vast empire of wealth. Majority of the seniors are economically sunk and emotionally sound and some economically sound and emotionally sunk. The living conditions are also quite diversified in about a million villages to over 1000 urban settlements; from negligible to very expensive health care facilities. Their issues are equally diverse too ranging from emotional distress, health, nutrition, security, well being and more. We believe that Indian diversity demands segmentation of domains for any strategic policies implementation and assessing its effectiveness. Contributing to the lives of seniors; while they are in need; is therefore a prudent act in maintaining the social fabric.

Regulating Body:

As of now we have an Executive Committee for the term 2019-2022 comprising President, Vice Presidents, Secretary General, Secretary Finance and Secretaries, Joint Secretaries (See Annexure I) based in the various States of India. The Executive Committee meets at regular intervals, in person as well as on digital platform during the pandemic and steers the operations. There are 13 Advisory committees working on different issues of concern. The CSR Advisory Committee is one of them. The second line of command is the Central Council Members who have the voting rights to elect the executive committee and also vote on the major issues raised in Annual General Meeting held every year. Thus organisation works on democratic set up with transparency and respect-
ing the voice of seniors from our affiliates / networked organisations spread in the various States of India.

**News Council:**

Our News Council is based in Hyderabad city (details of officials with their contacts are attached in the Annexure II). The News Council continually interacts and does follow up with all the Regional Coordinators based all over India for collecting the details of events that take place in various affiliated forums / associations / federations during the month. The entire inputs of events during a month are consolidated by the News Council and a digital version of Newsletter is prepared. This gets circulated through the e-mails to the various digitally literate members. The News Council continually strives for enhancing the outreach of the Newsletter across the country. CSR committee also brings out a quarterly newsletter copies of which can be downloaded from our website www.aisccon.org under the icon CSR & News.

**Collective Voice:**

AISCCON is committed to act as a National body for collective voice of the senior citizens in India. While we have considerable outreach to the senior citizens in rural areas, we are exploring the avenues for increasing the information flow possibly through print version of AISCCON News.

**Chapter 2 : Organisation details**

**Name:** All India Senior Citizens' Confederation, (AISCCON)

**Contact Persons:**

1. Shri Inder Mohan Bhalla, President, AISCCON
2. Shri TPR Unny, Secretary General, AISCCON
3. Dr. VBJ Rao, Chelikani, Chairman, AISCCON News Council
4. Shri Sagaram Shreedhar, Secretary, AISCCON News Council
5. Mr. Manohar Lal Baharani, Secretary, AISCCON CSR Committee
   (mobile +918319723072 / email: manoharlal.baharani@gmail.com)

Contact details of Sl. No. 1 - 4 are available in the Annexure I & II

**Type of Organisation:** NGO also having a AISCCON Charitable Trust

**City:** Navi Mumbai

Key persons involved on all India basis for AISCCON, its News Council and CSR Committee are given in the Annexure I & II

Registration, PAN and other supporting documents of organisation are in the Annexure III

**Chapter 3 : Past & ongoing main activities**

(i) To be the collective voice of senior citizens to influence the policies for mitigating elderlies ongoing concerns.

(ii) Perform as an Apex body of all the affiliated forums, association, federations and the networked organisation all over India.

(iii) Hold the National Conference annually wherein all the affiliates participates that strengthens the networking and shares the best practices in various States on elderlies concerns.

(iv) Consolidate details quarterly events from all the affiliates and bring out AISCCON News

(v) Hold at regular intervals the Executive Committee meetings and AGM annually.

(vi) Get reports from 13 advisory committees on their domain of activities.

(vii) Attend to day to day queries / concerns raised by our affiliates.
As of now our source of revenue is just from the membership fees and thus the financial outlay is limited. Our externally audited financial statements are attached with this in Annexure III.

Chapter 4: Problem Statement

Preamble:
We all having born with “body - mind - intellect” that has traversed six to nine decades of our life journey; is making us get recognised as a “senior citizen” in the society. We all have attained the grey hair stature; by acquiring many skills and rendering the competent services in varied fields over three to five decades that is unique to each one of us. Over the years we have learnt that the developmental processes continues in pace with the humanity aspirations & demographic changes. The world is gradually acknowledging the newer issues of concerns to seniors citizens; a fast growing community in the society of all ages.

There is hardly a recognition of the fact that whatever development world has attained in the preceding five decades is through the dedicated contributions made by the seniors citizens of today. Be it industrialisation, urbanisation, information technologies, infrastructure and all the changes that world has witnessed in the preceding five decades are quite amazing. But there are no tools available to make present youth and children to realise and appreciate these facts. Until recently over 4 million people were airborne world wide most of the time. World was still moving without such travels during the pandemic lockdowns. During lockdowns people aged over 65 years were advised to stay home; but we have large number of people above 65 years who have to necessarily earn their bread as a compulsion of life; where is the mechanism to trace / track such seniors!!!. Such extremes of lockdown era will have far reaching impacts on our upcoming lifestyle. The implications / cost of the lockdown only the time will tell. Nevertheless; we as human beings always aspire for the better to get unfolded in this World of chance, change and an interdependent living.

Current scenario:
In India, over 90% of the seniors are active ageing and below 10% are having limited self care capacity. The situation of the majority of seniors getting home confined due to COVID 19; for about two years by now; has caused many constraints in the lives of active seniors in the society. This may have even caused some seniors an undesirable inroads to the mental stress / dementia / Alzheimer related concerns due to home confinement as a compulsion of life. Anything that brings in hurdles in making life choices is stressful. It is therefore considered prudent to debate on the likely pathways for seniors to lead good lives despite being home confined as compulsion until the normalcy in the liveable environment gets restored.

“A society for all ages” was the theme in United Nations while declaring 1999 as the “International Year of Older Persons”. Concurrently our National Policy on Older Persons emerged along with formation of a National Council of Senior Citizens to advise the Government on the issues of seniors. Subsequently Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act 2007 came in being. Gradually the seniors a fast growing community are being detached as a separate segment in the society that is quite an alarming threat to “society of all ages”. In addition currently evolving lifestyle sailing mostly on screens; be it smart phones, computers, laptops, TV, projectors and more reliant on over 250 satellites in the outer space; the policies for seniors in the new normal deserves fresh measures.

Root cause:
Having surmounted the psychological pressures, isolation from society, emotional distress, suppression of feelings, dampening of physical activities during preceding 24 months of being home confined; our capacity has been built to manage issues of concerns unique to each one of us. The recent past have adversely impacted the lives of seniors on many counts. For example the facili-
ties earlier granted for senior citizens were being gradually withdrawn/reduced like on travel concessions, interest rates, medical insurance, digital literacy mission etc.,. There is no visible sign of an intent of Governance system to improve the lives of seniors; rather the focus is shifting from social justice to social economy by creating portal for employment of senior citizens, contributing in the equity of start ups exclusively for producing goods/services for elderlies, promoting silver economy and more such initiatives.

In our childhood of present senior citizens most of the families had 6 to 12 children. Thus the grandparents enjoyed the home care in abundance. Today on our having attained grandparent stature; we find couples DINK (double income no kids) or 1 or 2 kids. Thus revival of big & joint families with home care dominance is an end of the pipe dream in the upcoming decades.

**Problem:**

The combined effect of all the above developments of recent past has caused the seniors to feel the *isolation & neglect* as a part of their normal life. The phenomenon though looking at its nascent stage is going to have serious implications in the coming decades. The demographic changes of one senior per ten people today to three seniors per ten people in coming 3-4 decades will have more *isolation & neglect* amongst the society of all ages. All round efforts are therefore required to arrest this trend to maintain the social fabric of all colours prevalent in the society. One such moves of nurturing the social fabric we considered is through bringing out AISCCON News print version under CSR grant. This would disseminate the details of events to those who are yet to be digitally literate and enhance our outreach amongst society of all ages. This will also involve blending seniors knowledge with the youth as a gesture of intergeneration equity.

**Mitigation:**

Sending of the print version of the AISCCON News as supplement to the digital circulation is expected to have the following impacts on the social fabric.

- The print version can be read by all others in the family, guest, visitors in the house of the recipient. The digital version normally has access limited to the recipient on his mobile or laptop.
- Once we start sending the print version to outside agencies/organisations/governance authorities, it will enhance the brand image of AISCCON/awareness in various offices of relevance to the concerns of senior citizens in the country.
- The print version will provide a large outreach to the Corporate House offering the CSR grant in the senior citizens segment of the society and related agencies/organisations/governance system.
- Easy access of print version of AISCCON News shall also attract readership amongst the youth there by contributing in bridging the gap emerging from withered families.
- The print version is expected to bring in the feel of real world amongst the readers under the growing influence of virtual world.
- The printed version would enable us to reach also the rural areas where they are not yet savvy with electronic version, with texts in English and Hindi, and other national languages, where necessary. Thus the print version shall give an opportunity for reading by those who are awaiting to be digitally literate.
- The print version shall also open avenues to communicate on wider horizon beyond virtual world, to share and to exchange the ‘best practices’ of the senior citizens organisations various parts of the country.
- The print version shall also be a conduit to enlighten the market driven economies to promote the products and services that are more effective/meaningful to the beneficiary elderlies in various domains of life support activities like health care, age care, nutrition and more.
- The print version; overall; is expected to give positive impact in redressal of isolation and neglect prevalent amongst the senior citizens due to various situations/circumstances. Let the virtual world not snatch away our right to living in synergy with nature, enjoy all the cosmic creations, maintain the healthy bondages with human relations, see the world as it is and just use the digitised world to ease out our life support activities, meet the professional needs, create better economic order to eliminate hunger, eradicate poverty etc.,.
Chapter 5 : Project Details

Project Profile:

The project is to bring out 5000 copies of the print version of AISCON News with an upgraded features in a sustainable way for circulation as follows:

- 2000 copies to all the postal addresses available by now with AISCON News. These include all the members and distinguished dignitaries of AISCON’s networked organisations / affiliates.
- 1000 copies are planned for circulations amongst the Members of Parliaments, legislative assemblies, Corporate Houses, Foundations, NGOs, Judges, various welfare departments in State & Central Governments and more so that the AISCON identity gets widely made known in the country.
- 1000 copies are planned for circulation in gram panchayat’s in the States where our affiliates have presence. Reaching out to the select Panchayat’s shall be organised through the Regional Coordinators as per the details given in Annexure II.
- 1000 copies shall be circulated to the recipients of choice of the donor having the full back page information about the Corporate House / Foundation offering the CSR Grant.

Methodology of implementation:

- The News Council, as per the resources stated in Annexure II, is the prime beneficiary for CSR grant and central to implement the print version of AISCON News. The Chairman and team members are quite well versed with the nuances of the tasks with their prior and ongoing experience.
- The Regional Coordinators, as per the resources stated in Annexure II are the back bone to get the news items from various States in India where the AISCON affiliated forums, associations, organisations have their presence. These affiliates keep on organising various events of fun & fellowship, medical advices, legal advices and other welfare activities. The brief reports of events gets passed on to the News Council in Hyderabad at regular intervals and / or as and when the events are reported from the field.
- The Regional Coordinators shall also get involved in identifying the gram panchayat’s in their regions for sending 1000 copies of the AISCON News at regular intervals.
- A peer review of the all the details of various activities held during the month shall be undertaken by the News Council.
- Details of members birthdays during the month are retrieved for wishing them through the Newsletter.
- AISCCON shall also invite articles from affiliates / corporate donors for inclusion in the Newsletter at regular intervals. The articles shall focus on the issues of concerns to the senior citizens.
- All the inputs along with inputs from the Corporate Donor under CSR shall then be handed over to the art designer for working out an overall layout with an artist design making it unique for each issue of the AISCON News on certain theme. Something like...Seniors are As sets....Seniors are custodian of culture and more...the cover page shall have such art work on the front page to make the bulletin attractive for the readers to go over its contents.
- The News Council shall finalise the over all layout, check all its contents - quality / quantity and sequencing etc., before giving it for the printing.
- The printed version of AISCON News shall then be posted to all the 5000 recipients.
- The News Council, being the prime beneficiary of CSR grant, shall maintain details of all the expenditures incurred in releasing each issue and draw the funds from AISCON HQ, submit expenditure statements for yearly external audits undertaken at HQ. The external audit shall
be organised for the statement of accounts by the News Council for our internal use and also for sharing with the Corporate House giving the CSR grant for this endeavour.

- The print version shall be brought out once every two months. Each issue has an estimated cost of Rs. 3 lakhs for 5000 copies. The cost break up for each issue is given in the next Chapter 6. The six issues will thus have budget of Rs. 18 lakhs per year. The Corporate have option to either consider the grant for one year or for three years on continuous basis as per the provisions of CSR policy. For three years the total CSR grant would be Rs. 54 lakhs.

Chapter 6: Estimated Cost for 5000 copies of colour print version of AISCCON News:

1. Regional Coordinators for news inputs / Gram Panchayats Rs. 30,000/-
2. Budget for News Council to organise all inputs / peer review Rs. 15,000/-
3. Budget for the Art work designer Rs. 25,000/-
4. Cost of printing 5000 colour prints of AISCCON News Rs. 1,75,000/-
5. Cost of postage Rs. 25,000/-
6. Contingencies and miscellaneous expenses Rs. 30,000/-

Total Rs. 3,00,000/- Rs. Three Lakhs Only per issue
Grant Requirement: Rs. 18 Lakhs / year for three years Rs. 54 lakhs

(The budget provision for Regional Coordinators and News Council is towards reimbursement of the direct expenses incurred in various activities. All the efforts in the services by the members are as a gesture of goodwill and no remuneration is envisaged).

Chapter 7: Meeting pre-requisites of the Corporate House:

AISCCON visualises the following merits for the Corporate House to consider CSR grant for this proposal:

- The back full colour print page for the Corporate House shall enhance the brand image through wide circulations to senior citizens including select Gram Panchayat’s, dignitaries in governance besides all our affiliates in India.
- The Corporate House shall have choice to give us upto 1000 contact details where they would like the print version of AISCCON News to be posted.
- The Corporate House shall also have an option to give articles of relevance aimed at improving the lives of senior citizens in the country.
- AISCCON shall be open to adhere to the guidelines / donor reporting requirements etc., as may be specified by the Corporate House at the time of approving the grant under CSR.
- AISCCON working shall be in transparent & trustworthy manner. We shall be submitting the statement of accounts at yearly interval duly audited by the external auditor on this account of CSR grant that shall be utilised by the AISCCON News Council on an exclusive basis as the prime beneficiary of this endeavour.

Annexure I : key personnel

President
Shri Inder Mohan Bhalla
Flat no. D-SX-9, Akar heights behind BITS Pilani, Sancoale, Vasco, Goa- 403726
Contact Details: 9849244480 Email Id: imbhalla1945@gmail.com

Advisor
Shri D Rajasekaran
78 (Old V-95), 5th Main Road, Anna Nagar, Chennai 600040
Contact Details: 6381874737 | 9444368077 | 044-26213908 Email Id rajasekaran.doraiswamy@gmail.com

Immdt. Past President
Shri Digamber N. Chapke
A/801-802 Neel Sidhi Splendour, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400 614.
Contact Details: 09820021224 Email Id: dnchapke@yahoo.com | dnchapke@gmail.com

Past President
Shri R N Mital,
Hyderabad
email: rnmital@gmail.com

Secretary General
Shri T.P.R. Unny
602, Madhuri, Sector 6, Plot 1, Airol, Navi Mumbai- 400 708.
Contact Details: 9820040966 Email Id: unnytpr@gmail.com

Secretary Finance
Shri Murlidhar M Nikale
Sandhya Chhaya, Siddhartha Colony, Vinchur, Taluka Niphad, 422305 Maharashtra
Contact Details: 9322240178 | 07588711989 Email Id: yoshitapetroleum@gmail.com

Vice President (HQ)
Shri Annasaheb Tekale
A-1-33, Yogesh, Shree Ganesh Hsg Society, Sector 28, Nerul West, Navi Mumbai 400706
Contact Details: 7021288285 | 022 27718900 Email Id: annasaheb.tekale@gmail.com

Vice Presidents
1. Shri Bhanwar Seth
45, Ganesh Nagar, Vidyaapeeth Marg, Udaipur, 313001. Rajasthan
Contact Details: 09414757406 Email Id: bhanwarseth@yahoo.com

2. Shri B B Dixit
528/6/1396, Nr. Dhyan Chand Stadium, Civil Lines, Jhansi 284003. UP
Contact Details: 94519 37991 Email Id: b_dixit2010@yahoo.com

3. Shri Vishwasrao K. Bhadane
Vidyabhavan, 25 Professor Colony, Deopur, Dhule 424002, Maharashtra
Contact Details: 9422795668, Email Id: vk.bhadane@gmail.com

4. Shri V. Narayana Murty
Near Police Station, Chebrolu 534406, UnguturuMandal, W.G.District, AP
Contact Details: 9866423615 Email Id: vnmurty.lion@gmail.com

5. Shri. P. Ramachandraiah
6-8.50 Raju colony, Baranagar Hyderabad 500042, Telangana
Contact Details: 040-23870350 | 09866690350 Email Id: ramachandraiahpalugula@gmail.com

6. Shri Mallappa S Mudakavi
Revan SiddeshwarNiyal, 2234/1, Kacheri Galli, Shahapur Belgavi 590003, Karnataka
Contact Details: 9686399624 Email Id: msmdnakavi51@gmail.com

7. Shri Diogo M. Da Costa
Arihant Apt, Above David Printing, Erasma Karvalho Road, Margao, Goa 403601
Contact Details: 9881090933 Email Id: agscf@gmail.com

8. Shri Niranjan Singh Jadon
EK-383, Scheme No.54, Vijay Nagar, Indore 452010 MP
Contact Details: 9755531999 Email Id: ns.jadon@yahoo.com

9. Prof Dr Usha Yashuwant Salunke
6, ChatrapatiNagar, Vidya Nagar, Behind RD Gandhi Complex, Deopur, Dhule 424005 Maharashtra
Contact Details: 9421616811 | 9860210050 Email Id: prof.ushasalunke@rediffmail.com

10. Dr Maya Madhukar Kulkarni
Mamata Hospital, Mitra Nagar, Latur 413531
Contact Details: 9995556666 Email Id: feedback@mamtahospital.com

11. Dr Alakananda Banerjee
N 8/126, Kendriya Vihar, Behind Haldiram, VIP Road, Kolkata 700052, West Bengal
Contact Details: 98110220093 Email Id: koraban@yahoo.com | dharma.dfi@gmail.com

12. Shri S.P. Karkara
13. Shri Maharaj Kishna Raina  
Flat 403, A-20 Haridwar Greens Roshanabad Haridwar Uttarakhand 249402  
Contact Details: 9760002072 Email Id: mkrainas@gmail.com

14. Shri Vijay Kumar Sharma  
KI-78, Kavi Nagar, Ghaziabad 201002 U P SC-108, Shastri Nagar Ghaziabad 201002 UP  
Contact Details: 9069880614 I 9716575464 Email Id: vks7745@rediffmail.com

Secretary Organisation  
Ms Y Pushpalatha  
A/20 A N Colony, Sainikpuri X Road, Secunderabad, 500594 TS  
Contact Details: 7382178220 Email Id: pyelisetty@yahoo.com

Additional Secretary – Finance  
Shri Ankush D Jambhale, Plot No.62, Room No.01, Sector 14, Kukshet Gaon, Nerul West,  
Navi Mumbai 400706  
Contact Details: 9222178229 Email Id: ankushjambhale1959@gmail.com

Jt. Secretaries – Organisation  
1. Shri. Jagdish R. Zaria, Suraj, Ragraang Colony, Vallabha Nagar,  
Malegaon Road, Dhule 424001 Maharashtra  
Contact Details: 9422409818, 02562 237711 Email Id: zazria@gmail.comzazria@rediffmail.com

2. Shri Madan Mohan Prasad Sinha  
Prem Niwas, Subhash Nagar Lane No. 7, P.O. Dalmit Nagar, Rohtas821305 Bihar  
Contact Details: 09430913546, 06184-253088 Email Id: mmpsinhados@gmail.com

3. Shri Anjuman Rashid Khan  
A 7 Subhash Nagar, Miraj Malgaon Road, Miraj, TalukaMiraj Dist Sangli 416437 Maharashtra  
Contact Details: 9422583004 Email Id: anjuman.khan36@gmail.com

Jt. Secretary to President  
1. Shri P Viswanatham  
H No.5-8-136/1, Sree Rama Nagar Colony, Kamareddy 503111, Telangana  
Contact Details: 9440057760 8328260519 Email Id: vishwam.pappu@gmail.com

Jt. Secretaries  
1. Shri. Veerbhadrappa P.  
No.64, 24th Main, Parangipalya HSR Layout, Bangalore (Karnataka) 560102  
Contact Details: 09741497005 Email Id: veerpallakki@gmail.com

2. Shri Arvind Jain  
62, Laxmi Nagar, Ujjain 456010 MP  
Contact Details: 0734-2515123, 9424538639 Email: arvindjain623@gmail.com

3. Shri Ch. Venkata Rao  
No.49-53-9/5, Flat 21, Bhavani Apts 3, Balayya Sastry Layout,  
Visakhapatnam 530013 AP  
Contact Details: 9949514706 Email Id: venkatarao.challa39@gmail.com

4. Shri T Bhoomanna  
Senior Vice President, Tessccon H No.11-1/869, Opp Community Hall, New NGO’s Colony, Subhash Nagar, Nizamabad 503002, Telangana  
Contact Details: 94909 01117 Email Id: thulawarbhoomanna@gmail.com

5. Shri Babanrao Wankhade  
Renuka Layout, Plot No. 9/10, Yoshoda Nagar, Hingana Road, Nagpur 440027 Maharashtra  
Contact Details: 9422122299 Email Id: babanraowankhade@gmail.com

6. Shri Ranjit N Desai  
E-304, Sun Residency, Daman Road, Chala, Vapi (West) 385181 Gujarat  
Contact Details: 9825360002 Email Id: ranjitsdesai15149@gmail.com

7. Shri Girishchandra Vardiwale  
B-3, Triveni Society, B/H, Arunachal Society, Subhanpura, Vadodara, 390023 Gujarat
8. Dr P K Das
Plot 62/63, Shatabdi Nagar, Unit 8, Bhubaneswar 751003, Odisha
Contact Details: 9437551663 Email Id: prasannadas1941@gmail.com

9. Shri Damodar Mudafare
H-Pocket, 7/B, MarodaSector, Bhilai Nagar 490006 Chattisgarh
Contact Details: 8982224975 Email Id: damodar.mudafare06@gmail.com

10. Dr Sulabha Devidas Kuwar
4 Sambhaji Nagar, Deopur, Dhole 424002 Maharashtra
Contact Details: 8329856577 / 9422305033 Email Id: sulabhadkuwar@gmail.com

11. Shri Vijendra Shankar Mishra
President, Varishtha Nagarik Kalyan Samiti,
House 1/1137, Sahitya Naka, Ramnagar, Varanasi 221008, UP
Contact Details: 9415258091

12. Shri K Ramachandra Rao
Library Street, Aswaroppeta Road, Jangareddigudem 534447, W.G. District, A.P.
Contact Details: 9989327172 Email Id: nccramachandrarao@gmail.com

Annexure II - AISCCON News Council & CSR Committee

News Council:
Chairman: Dr. Rao VBJ Chelikani Cell: 9849067498: raovbj@yahoo.com, Chief Editor & Publisher: Shri Shagaram Sreedhar Cell: 8309265724/9346666024: sagaramsreedhar@gmail.com, Secretary & Managing Editor: Shri K. Jagannadha Swamy Cell: 9701422981: kjswamy48@gmail.com, Treasurer: Shri KLVS. Raju Cell: 9948077847: rdtnkhyd@gmail.com
Members: Sri.D.N.Chapke, 9820021224 dncchapke@gmail.com, Dr. T.V.S. Rao, 9866085363 telikicherla1936@yahoo.co.in, Sri. N.E. Acharya: 885184848, Sri. P. Satyanarayana, 9441263253.
Ex Officio Members: Shri I. M. Bhalla, President AISCCON Cell: 9849244480 imbhalla1945@gmail.com, Shri T.P.R. Unny, Secretary General, AISCCON Cell: 9820040966 unnytpr@gmail.com, Shri M. M. Nikale, Secretary, Finance, AISCCON murlidharm.nikale@gmail.com.

Regional Coordinators
Kerala/ Lakshadweep/Mahe: Shri K N K Namboodiri, Cell: 94474 70073. knknambuduri@gmail.com
TamilNadu/ Puducherry: Shri D Rajasekaran, Cell: 63818 74737. rajasekaran.doraiswamy@gmail.com
Karnataka: Shri Advieppa Y Bendigeri, Cell: 94481 22793. abendigeri@gmail.com
Shri Veerbhadrappa P. Cell: 97414 97005. veerpallakki@gmail.com
AP: Shri V Narayana Murthy, Cell: 98664 23615. vmurthy.lion@gmail.com/ Dr. T V S Rao. Cell: 9949514706, telikicherla1936@yahoo.com
Telangana: Shri R N Mital. Cell: 90520 04913 rmittal@gmail.com/ Shri P Ramachandraiah. Cell: 89198 50344. ramachandraiahpalugula@gmail.com
Goa: Shri Diogo M Da Costa. Cell: 98810 90933 : agscfed@gmail.com
Maharashtra: Shri V K Bhadane. Cell: 94227 95668 : vk.bhadane@gmail.com/ Shri Anasaheb Tekale
Cell: 70212 88285 : annasaheb.tekale@gmail.com
Gujarat: Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Daman & Diu: Shri Girish Vardiwale. Cell: 94287 63509.: girishvardiwale@gmail.com
Madhya Pradesh: Shri N S Jadon. Cell: 97555 31999. njsjodon@yahoo.com
Rajasthan: Shri Bhanwar Seth. Cell: 94147 57406. : bhanwarseth@yahoo.com
Punjab/ Haryana/ Chandigarh: Shri S P Karkara, Cell: 98142 43643. spkarkara@ymail.com/
Shri Inder Singh Sidhu. Cell: 98152 30924 : sidhu1946@gmail.com/ Shri P N Mongia
Cell: 98113 70396 : mongiapn@gmail.com
Delhi/NCR: Shri Vijay Kumar Sharma. Cell: 90698 80614 : vks7745@rediffmail.com
Uttarakhand/ Himachala Pradesh: Shri Suresh Palgay. Cell: 98378 89942. : spalgay@gmail.com
Uttar Pradesh: Shri B B Dixit. Cell: 94519 37991. b.dixit1941@gmail.com/ Shri Vijendra Mishra. Cell: 94152 58091. vsmishra.ramnagar@gmail.com
CSR Committee

Committee Members

MK Raina (Chairman), Manohar Lal Baharani (Secretary), TV.Hanumantha Rao, Sarvesh Gupta, Suresh Palgay, Ms Pushpalatha Yelisetty, Dr. Deepak Bhattacharjee, & NT Narekar, IM Bhalla President & TPR Unny Secretary General (ex-officio)

Annexure III

Enclosures:

1. Audited Financial statements - for the years (2018-19, 2010-20, 2020-21)
2. Annual reports - for the years (2019, 2020, 2021)
3. Organisation structure - Executive Committee Members
4. Society & Trust Registration Certificate
5. PAN copy
6. NITI Aayog Registration - Unique Identity Number (UIN).
7. 12A Certificate & 80G Certificate application & approval
8. Memorandum of Association